(1) THEOREM 
For if p\x, we have 4>(p-JIA-B-CPV'
Tlcpï'"*') =<K£), contrary to the definition of X.
(1.1) COROLLARY (A -C)-D , and e = a-c+Si)*< (where /< = 2**+l). Let w = 2 e yJl A^c fi\ Then 4>{w) =#(#). If one of the stated conditions holds, y^v implies that either y is divisible by some prime q such that q\u, or u is divisible by a non-Fermat prime ƒ> such that p\y. In either case WT^U, contradicting the hypothesis that u is in X. Hence we have y = v and v is in X.
(2.1) COROLLARY. If u is in X, there is an element v of X such that (i) v\u; (ii) 8\v, and v is divisible by no Fermât prime other than 3.
An element of X which satisfies condition (ii) of (2.1) will be called a reduced element of X, and the collection of all reduced elements will be denoted by R(X). Clearly the structure of X is fairly well determined by that of R(X), so henceforth we shall confine our attention to R(X). If an element of X has no divisor in X, we shall call it irreducible, and shall denote the collection of all such elements by I{X). This follows from (1.1).
